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that evening or to-morrow ... all in whispers . . . out-
wardly, all was well.
We came down towards the Borkenna river, where I had
landed once from an Ethiopian aeroplane. It was only
fifteen miles to Dessye when we drove hard into the side of
the hill and bent the steering tie-rod. Madros, who was
a powerful man, hammered it out straight in an hour,
without fire. We sat marvelling at his smithery, as he
wielded his heavy mallet in the devil's glare before the
headlights. In the open, we slept again.
Next morning the war struck us for the first time.
All morning, beside the Borkenna River, we had to
shelter our lorry, while two, four, finally fifteen bombers
droned overhead, scanning the mountains and the Imperial
Road south of Dessye, White against the thin blue sky,
they circled round the hills to our left. The fifteen, which
had flown over Addis Ababa, drummed their celestial way
back, three by three. The boys brought us talla, native
beer, which we drank in the shade. In the hot springs by
the river, under the pointed beanstalk shelters, naked
women still splashed lazily with their children, their
shammas dirty on the dry seamed earth.
Slowly we nosed our way through the mountain range of
Kombolcha into Dessye. A mile outside we passed two
lorries going back to Addis with the Ethiopian Red Cross
. . . the Hungarian doctor whispered ..." they're all
going back." Two little boys, hand in hand, walked along
the road. They said that they had been with their fathers
in the Tembien : one of their fathers had been gassed . . .
a plane passed overhead suddenly, from behind the shoulder
of the hill . . . the little boys broke apart, and scattered
into holes « . . like all Ethiopia.
Only across the valley to the west, over the caravan
track which led from Dessye to Warra Hailu, curled slowly
a long thin line of mules and men : an aeroplane which
flew above them dived now and then to shoo them on, but
they could go no faster. In a brown thread, like ants they
trailed on until they could not be seen, lost in some fold
of the Wollo mountains. We drove on until we came to
the gates of Dessye.
The gates of Dessye are two poles stuck into the ground
on either side of the road, with a third pole slung

